
The Z140 Whirlpool Spa
Specifications

Product specifications are subject to change without notice.
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DIMENSIONS

84"  (2134 mm) L
84"  (2134 mm) W
36"  (  914 mm) H

PRODUCT
WEIGHT

635 lb
 (289 kg)

SHIPPING
WEIGHT

869 lb
(395 kg)

ELECTRICAL
REQUIREMENTS

230 VAC
50 AMP
60 Hz
GFCI Protected
Separate Circuit

OPERATING
GALLONAGE

400 U.S. gal
(1514 liters)

ELECTRIC
HEATER

5.5 kW

FILTER
MOTOR/PUMP

1.0 HP
230 VAC
3450 RPM
Single Phase
60 Hz

WHIRLPOOL
MOTOR/PUMP

1.0 HP
230 VAC
3450 RPM
Single Phase
60 Hz

The Z140 is a spacious octagonal whirlpool spa which will
seat up to seven people with room to spare.  Designed to
provide a revitalizing hydromassage, the Z140 features one
high volume, fully adjustable jet and four directionally adjust-
able whirlpool jets strategically located about the spa.  The
Z140 also features an underwater light with interchangeable
colored lenses.

For convenience, a clearly labeled control panel allows
push button control of the integrated heater, filter, and whirl-
pool functions as well as thermostatic control of water tem-
perature from inside or outside the spa.  The Silent Air
Induction feature may be adjusted by means of control knobs
located next to the control panel.  A fully programmable
schedule can be set for automatic control of temperature.

The Z140 features a front load skimmer/filter which makes
up the 25 square foot filtration system.  This system has been
designed to allow easy access to the filter cartridge without the
need to drain the spa or open the skirt door.  The spa shell,
which is foam insulated to save energy costs, is tastefully
surrounded by a handsome factory installed redwood skirt.

All necessary equipment of the Z140 is mounted within the
perimeter of the shell, so the spa is easy to install.  It requires
a separate 230 VAC, 50 AMP, grounded GFCI (Ground Fault
Circuit Interrupter) protected circuit.  The Z140 is available in
several lustrous acrylic colors with color-coordinated fittings.

Positioning Your Spa
You can locate the Z140 just about anywhere you wish—on

a deck, patio, or even indoors.  Be sure to position it above
ground in an area with good drainage, and on a level, continu-
ous surface which can support the weight of the spa.  This
weight is approximately 4867 pounds (106 pounds per square
foot) including spa, water and people.  You must also provide
access to the spa’s equipment for service and general main-
tenance.

Options
• Insulating Cover
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TO OPEN ACCESS PANEL:
LIFT UP ON FIRST SLAT AND
TILT BOTTOM OUTWARD,
THE OTHER SLATS ARE
REMOVED THE SAME WAY.
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